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EUROEDITION
DD’vinci Wheels is one of the leaders in wheel manufacturing, keeping a promise to

bring outstanding quality and innovative design to car enthusiasts around the world.

VVarious unique designs from D’vinci have allowed us to become a trendsetter in the

wheel industry, leaving other brands to follow.

IIn addition to our Metro and Classic Edition wheel collections, D’vinci Wheels is

proud to announce the new Euro Edition.

NNew styling and development in the Euro Edition has brought forth the Agio, Bravo,

Cinque, Duro, Gira and Pazzo to our 2010 wheel collection.

CContinuous growth and development in wheel construction and design has distin-

guished D’vinci Wheels from the competition in terms of quality products and de-
sign.

IIt is our goal at D’vinci Wheels to provide our customers with the most innovative

styling and quality in wheels for the demanding auto enthusiasts. 

D’vinci has also introduced a new style of wheel to our collection. In our new style,
you will find “Color Stitching” designs. These designs are offered in a series of col-
ors such as blue, red, yellow and silver. All wheels will also have their inserts colored
as the color stitching on the edge of the lip.



AGIO
AVAILABLE IN 

18x7.5, 20x7.5, 20x8.5, 22x8.5
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COLOR STITCHING

EURO EDITION



BRAVO
AVAILABLE IN 

20x8.5, 22x9.5, 24x9.5, 26x10
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CINQUE
AVAILABLE IN 

18x7.5, 19x8, 20x7.5, 20x8.5
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duro
AVAILABLE IN 
20x9, 22x9.5
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EURO EDITION



GIRA
AVAILABLE IN

18x7.5, 19x8, 19x9.5, 19x11, 20x7.5, 20x8.5,
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COLOR STITCHING

EURO EDITION



PAZZO
AVAILABLE IN

18x7.5, 20x8.5, 22x8.5, 22x9.5
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COLOR STITCHING

EURO EDITION



RAGNO18x7.5, 19x8, 20x8.5, 20x10, 22x9, 22x9.5, 24X9, 24x10, 26X10
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METROEDITION



METROEDITION

VENTO 20x8.5, 20x10, 22x9, 22X9.5, 24X9, 24x10 GUSTO 18X7.5, 19x7.5, 20x8.5, 22x8.5, 22X10, 24X9, 26x10
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spoke insert

full face insert



METROEDITION

P’ZIENTE 18X7, 19X7.5, 20X8.5, 22X9, 22X9.5

SPRUZ
18X7.5, 20x8.5, 20x10, 22X8.5, 22x10

MODIS
22x9
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machined/black chrome



LOX
20x8.5, 22X9, 24X10,

HAVOC XL
20x8.5, 20X10, 22X9.5, 24x10, 26X10
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attivo 18x7.5, 19x8, 19x9.5, 20x8.5, 20x10, 22x8.5, 22x10,
24X9, 24X10, 26X10
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satin black diamond cut



CLASSICEDITION

PASHA
20x9, 22X9.5, 24x10

POVATTI
20x8.5, 22x9.5

TUSCANI
18x7, 19x7.5, 20x8.5, 20X10, 22X9, 24x10, 26X10

VOLORE
22x9.5, 24X10
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2324 Loma Ave., South El Monte, CA 91733 Tel: 626-443-4000 Fax: 323-372-3792
www.dvinciusa.com

LIMITEDWARRANTY AND RETURN POLICY

D’vinci Wheels products are warranted on repairs and/or replacement for 12
months (1 year) from the original date of purchase.Warranty is against chrome peel-
ing, cracking or other manufactured defects.Wheel corrosion is not covered by our
limited warranty. No refunds or credits will be issued. REPLACEMENT ONLY. This war-
ranty is valid only through D’vinci Wheels authorized dealers with proof of purchase
only. All freight costs are not covered under any warranty claims. Customer is respon-
sible for all freight costs. All claims must have an RGA# issued byD’vinci Wheels.
Proof of purchase must be provided. All returned merchandise is subject to inspection
prior to return and/or replacement. There is NOWARRANTY on painted wheels. This
includes black and/or any other assorted colors.

All unused merchandise can be returned within 14 days. Twenty-Five percent
(25%) restocking fee will be charged on such merchandise with no exceptions. Origi-
nal packing is required.

D’vinci Wheels Limited Warranty will not be honored if any of the following ap-
plies. Use of spacer or adapters to make D’vinci Wheel fit, wheels are used for racing
applications, wheels are damaged by road hazards and/or accidents regardless of
physical chemical, wheels are not properly installed I.E. wrong lug nuts, studs, valve
stems, balancing weight and torque specs. D’vinci Wheels will also not be covered if
the wheels are altered I.E. changing PCD, HUB and OFFSET.

D’vinci Wheels reserves all rights to changes, including but not limited to price,
policies and wheel’s specifications.

CLASSICEDITION

BLADE II
20x8.5, 20x10, 22X9.5, 24x10

DV-50
20x9, 20x10, 22X8.5, 22x10, 24x10
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